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1. Foreword
As the title points out present paper consists of a new approach to designing
finite automata. The idea is that the two well-known methodologies we can use
(synchronous automata / asynchronous automata) have advantages but also each
of them present unacceptable disadvantages.
Let us consider the synchronous approach. Evidently we can easily design such
an automaton because we do not encounter large problems as for as timing is
concerned. In this situation we can simply disconsider the presence of digital
hazards in the circuit that implements the input functions group. In this situation
all we have to ensure is a correct value with, tset-up before and thold after the active
edge of the Synchronizing signal. However this structure presents disadvantages
that in some situations are unacceptable. First of all we notice that the
synchronous structure has, a significant time delay between the moment of
excitation (change of the input vector) and the response of the automaton (a
change of the output vector in accordance with the flow graph that defines it).
That happens because the input vector change will be considered by the
automaton only at the next active edge of the synchronizing signal. In some
situations, when the structure should respond a.s.a.p. to an input change, this
delay in response is unacceptable. Further more let us assume that the input
change is very small in time width. Also let us assume that the input change
occurs between two successive edges of the synchronizing signal. In this situation
there is a good change that the automaton will not sense the input change (it will
ignore it) and will not evolve in accordance with the defining flow graph.
Evidently this is not acceptable.
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So how do not we solve the disadvantages presented above? Well we should
consider the asynchronous approach for the automaton. In this situation we have
a very short response time (the same magnitude rank as the propagation time
through the structure). Also any change of the input vector, no matter how short
but of cause if the same time magnitude as the propagation time, will be
considered. These are the advantages of the asynchronous structures. However
designing an asynchronous automaton proves to be laborious. Why? Because we
cannot allow the CLC implementing the input group of functions to have hazards
present. That would provoke an eronated evolution towards the next state for the
automaton. Also we must certify the fact that all the state variables will switch at
the same moment of time in order to avoid races that could prove to be critical.
Further more by using an asynchronous automaton we may find that the outputs
can present very short pulses (as a result of a very short input change). That is not
acceptable if these outputs are to be used by a hierarchically superior digital
structure that has well defined minimal timing characteristics for its inputs.
These are the problems that the present work tries to solve. The idea is that we
shall define a compromise that will have a fast response time, will sense no matter
how short input changes but will have the ease of design characteristic to
synchronous structures.
First we define two methodologies for the analysis of hazards. One of them is
derived from the classic time constants method, but the improvements we suggest
enhance the method’s capability of identifying hazards. The second method
suggested (brand new one) considers an original approach. We define a set of
new variables (logic in nature but dependant of time) that are used for mapping
the outputs of a CLC. So after using any if these two methods we have of clear
information on how the outputs of the CLC look like, so we can easily define the
earliest moment of time (the shortest resolution time) when they hold a correct
value. At this moment we can generate an active edge for the synchronizing signal
and lock these values in a memory element (Flip Flop, Register, … etc.). So now
we can see how we’re reached a compromise – we design a synchronous
automaton but afterwards by analyzing the input CLC we are able to define a time
variable synchronizing signal. That will improve the overall response time of the
structure up to 75÷80% of the equivalent asynchronous structure.
Finally we have to find a solution for the problem of providing minimal timing
parameters for the output signals. Here we suggest a couple of methodologies for
the control of these parameters.
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2. Analysis for a sequential system – performance improvement
As we have stated at the beginning of the paper, the reason for which we trace
the output values of a combinatorial logic circuit is to define not only the presence
of hazard but also the time frames when the output of the circuit has a correct
value. We are interested by this in the situation when we want the use the
compromise we have described in the foreword – meaning that we would like to
design a sequential system as a synchronous one but achieve the performance of
an asynchronous one.
The idea is quite simple. For a given automaton (described for example by its
states transition graph) we shall consider the synchronous design methodology.
So finally we’ll have a fully synchronous structure. The difference is that we shall
not use a synchronizing clock with standard parameters. We shall use a
synchronizing clock that has a variable period (a variable HIGH and LOW period
of time). Why we can do this? – because if the automaton is in a known state
(from the states transition graph) and considering that the input vector is known
at that moment of time, we shall be able to find out the time frame where the
evolution would be a correct one (by analyzing with one of the methods presented
above the functioning of the combinatorial circuit that implements the input
group of functions). After mapping in time the values for the outputs of these
circuits we shall easily see which is the earliest moment of time, when an active
edge of the clock would imply a correct evolution for the automaton. That is
exactly what we shall do – we’ll generate the next active edge for the clock at that
moment of time (the earliest). In this manner we shall not reach exactly the
performance of an asynchronous automaton but we shall drastically improve the
overall performance of the synchronous automaton. The general structure
suggested for this system is presented in fig.1.
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Fig.1. Typical Structure for a Variable Clock Synchronous Automata

3. Example
For a better understanding we’ll present an example. Let be the sequential
system described by the states transition graph presented in figure 2. The
excitation table is presented in Tab.1 and a possible implementation of this
system is presented in figure 3.
We’ll analyze the presence of hazard, according to the method presented above,
for the specific implementation of the function group F. Because the flip-flops
use have an identical propagation time towards Q and NQ, we shall use, for
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analysis purposes only, a logic operator characterized by 0/0 ns propagation time
and an inverting characteristic.
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Tab.1. State encoding & transition table
Fig.2. State transition graph

The system’s implementation has been designed considering the reduced
equations for the state variables:

y1, n  1  y1, nx1, n y 0, n x1, n  x0, n
y 0, n  1  x1, n  y1, n  x0, n y 0, n x0, n

(3.1.)

Next, for the specific implementation presented above, we’ll make the timing
analysis in accordance with the classical method. We shall define the limit
conditions for the HIGH and LOW periods of the clock. For the LOW period of
the clock we’ll define the restrictive condition by assuming that the state
variables are already stabilized at the moment when we shall strobe the input
vector. The waveform that presents the functioning is shown below in fig.4.
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Fig.3 Implementation according to Eq. 3.1.

CLK-low

tCLK-low,min=tnot,max+tD,max+tpstate,max+tsetup=
=22ns+40ns+(22+27+22+27)+20ns=180ns
CLK-high

tps,max+tp-stare,max+tsetup,mintCLK-high +…tnotLHmax
tCLK-high40ns+68ns+20ns-22ns
tCLK110ns
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So if we shall use a normal clock it should have a period larger than190 ns. If
the duty factor of the clock is 50% than the period should be at least 360ns.

4. Defining the variable clock’s parameters
We shall identify the circuits that implement the state variables (in our case y1
and y0) and the by using one of the methods presented above we shall determine
the minimum stabilization time.
Analysis for y1 – the circuit implementing this variable is presented in fig. 5.

Fig.5. Circuit implementing state variable y1

The state variable expressed with respect to the secondary input variables is:

y 1, n  1  ( y 1, nx 1, 0 y 0x 1, 1  x 0)n
The propagation times are:
ty1=tx1,0=(tandninv+tnand)inv=42/41ns
tx1,1=(((tandninv+tnor)ninv+tand)ninv+tnot)inv=73/79nsl;
ty0=((tandninv+tnor)inv+tand)ninv=61/68ns
txo=(tandninv+tnor)inv=42/31ns
Analysis for y0 – the circuit implementing this variable is presented in fig.6.
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Fig.5. Circuit implementing state variable y0
The state variable expressed with respect to the secondary input variables is:

y 0, n  1  ( x1  y1  x0,0 y 0, n x0,1)n
The propagation times are:
tx1=ty1=((tnandninv+tnor) ninv+tnor) ninv=52/52ns
tx0,0=(tnandinv+tnor) inv=37/37ns
tx0,1=((tnandinv+tnor) inv+tnot) inv=64/66ns; tyo=(tnandinv+tnor)
inv=34/49ns

Generally the propagation times will be:
yo
ty1,tx1,0
42/41ns

txo
42/31ns

ty0
61/68ns

tx1,1
73/79ns


y1
tx0,0
tyo
tx1,ty1
tx0,1






37/37ns
34/49ns
52/52ns
64/64ns

Next we’ll determine the stabilization time of the outputs after the negative edge
of the clock (input vector loading) and after the positive edge (next state vector
loading).
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5. Timing analysis with respect to input (Clk_low)
The reduced functions to be analyzed are:
y1y0

00
01
11
10

fr_y1,n+1
xo

fr_y0,n+1

x1,1  x0

x1  x0,0 x0,1

x1,0 x1,1  x0

x0,0 x0,1

x1,0 x0

1

1

The possible transitions are:
State 0: y1y0=0001
y1y0=0011
fr_y1,n+1= xo
fr_y0,n+1=1

- stabilization time for y1 is 42ns.
- stabilization time for y0 is 0ns.

The amount of time after witch the state is perfectly stable is 42 ns
State 1: y1y0=0101
y1y0=0110
the reduced functions are:
fr_y1,n+1= x1,1  x0
fr_y0,n+1= x1  x0,0 x0,1
Stabilization times are:
x1x0

ty1,n+1

ty0,n+1

00
79ns
66 ns
01
42 ns
37 ns
11
42 ns
37 ns
10
79 ns
32 ns
We notice that in this situation for y0,n+1 hazard is present.
eliminate or mask it – we’ll just go around it.

tmax

79 ns
42 ns
42 ns
79 ns
We shall not try to

State 2: y1y0=1100
y1y0=1101
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The reduced functions are:
fr_y1,n+1= x1,0 x1,1  x0
fr_y0,n+1= x 0, 0 x 0,1
In this case too for y1,n+1 and y0,n+1 hazard is present.
Stabilization times are:
x1x0

ty1,n+1

ty0,n+1

tmax

00
01
11
10

79ns
42 ns
42 ns
79 ns

66 ns
66 ns
66 ns
66 ns

79 ns
66 ns
66 ns
79 ns

State 3: y1y0=1011

y1y0=1001
The reduced functions are:
fr_y1,n+1= x1,0 x0
fr_y0,n+1=1
Stabilization times are:
x1x0

ty1,n+1

ty0,n+1

tmax

00
01
11
10

42ns
42 ns
42 ns
42 ns

0 ns
0 ns
0 ns
0 ns

42 ns
42 ns
42 ns
42 ns

By putting together all the times calculated above for the states variables we’ll
reach the global minimum stabilization times. These are presented in the table
below.
x1x0

y1y0
00
01
11
10

00

01

11

10

42ns
79ns
79ns
42ns

42ns
42ns
66ns
42ns

42ns
42ns
66ns
42ns

42ns
79ns
79ns
42ns
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6. Timing analysis with respect to state (Clk_high)
The reduced functions are:
x1x0
fr_y1,n+1
00
yo
0
01
0
11
y1
10

fr_y0,n+1
y1 yo

1
1
y0

Stabilization times will be:
x1x0=00
ty1,n+1=68ns
ty0,n+1=0ns
tmax=68ns
x1x0=01 si x1x0=11  tmax=0ns
x1x0=10
ty1,n+1=42ns
ty0,n+1=49ns
tmax=49ns
Putting all the stabilization times together we’ll find:
x1x0 00
01
11
y1y0
68ns
0ns
0ns
00
68ns
0ns
0ns
01
68ns
0ns
0ns
11
68ns
0ns
0ns
10

10
49ns
49ns
49ns
49ns

7. Defining the synchronizing signal parameters
Now we shall put together all the minimum times calculated above and we
shall, for each state, find the clock’s parameters. Let us not forget that there are
some time components that we have to consider, such us tp-s, tsetup, thold ...etc.
That is why we shall not reach the asynchronous sequential system’s parameters
– we shall only get close them. By using the times calculated above we’ll find:
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x1x0
y1y0
00
01
11
10

00

01

11

10

110ns
110ns
110ns
110ns

38ns
38ns
38ns
38ns

38ns
38ns
38ns
38ns

91ns
91ns
91ns
91ns

x1x0
y1y0
00
01
11
10

00

01

11

10

124ns
161ns
161ns
124ns

124ns
124ns
148ns
124ns

124ns
124ns
148ns
124ns

124ns
161ns
161ns
124ns

Implementing a synchronization signal having the parameters listed above will
improve the overall performance of the system. For example let’s assume that we
are in state y1y0=01 wit input x1=x0=11. According to the states transition graph
we’ll remain here sampling the input until it becomes x1=x0=10. Using a classic
clock the next sampling of the input will take place after minimum 290ns or 360
ns if we are using a 50% duty factor clock. If we shall use a variable clock the
state will last only 38ns+124ns=212ns. So input sampling will be made with
36.8% faster than when using a classic clock and with 69.9% faster than when
using a50%duty factor classic clock.
Let’s assume that we are in state y1y0=01 with input x1x0=10. According
to the states transition graph we shall enter a loop y1y0:001001. Using a
classic clock the time requested for crossing this loop is 580 ns or 720 ns for a
50% duty factor clock. However the time requested for crossing the loop in case
we use a variable clock will be:
y1y0=01
x1x0=10

91ns+161ns=252ns
Total – 467ns

y1y0=10
x1x0=10

91ns+124ns=215ns

In this situation the performance increase is 24.2% or 51.17% if the reference
considered uses a 50% duty factor clock.
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